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[The Poetry of the Future]

for All
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Welcome to the BlackMarket
All poets steal. Some of us just happen to show our work.

hot.

Part i://American Blackout
-

Part ii://A Brief History of Poetry
A Brief History of Time into a Tetris-like gamMrs. Dalloway
the aggregated results.
Part iii://The Thousand Throated Third is a series of mash-ups inspired by watchwere curated that are composed solely of words appearing in two poems from two

part i://American Blackout
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Terms of Use

-

book Principles

.

1. Privacy
very important to us. We designed our Privacy Policy to make
important disclosures
to share with others and
. We encourage you to
use it to help make informed decisions.
2. Sharing
all
you
control how it is shared through your privacy and
1.

eos
your

covered by

can
. In addiphotos and vidsubject to

worldwide license to use any IP content that you
post on or in
This
ends when
you delete your IP content or your account unless your content has been shared
deleted it.

2. When you delete IP content it is deleted in a manner similar to emptying the
recycle bin on a computer. However
that removed content may
will not be available
to

ment with that
transfer

control

4. When you publish content or inform

can

.
the Public

your agree-

it means that
-

5. We always appreciate your
you understand that we may use them without any
you for them just as

compensate

3. Safety

1.

.

2.
without our permission.
.
4.
5.

upload viruses or other malicious code.
account belonging to someone

else.
user.

7.

-

.

8.

.

9.

laws if you publicize or
.
criminatory.

use

us

11.

-

.

12.
4.

Account
to keep it that way. Here are some commitments
tering and maintaining the security of your account:

1.
2.

-

not provide
count for anyone other than yourself without permission.
not create more than one person

an ac-

.

you will not create another one without our permission.
4.
5.

not use your
your status
not use acebook
not use

.
.
.
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7.
8.

9.

up-to-date.
develop

let an
security of your account.
not transfer your account
to anyone

-

.

If you select a username for your account we reserve the right to remove or reclaim
a trademark owner complains about a
username that does not
name .
5.

Rights
.

1.

not post content or take any

.

2. We
it violates

book that infringes or violates

post on

book if we believe that

We will provide you with tools to help you protect your intellectual property rights.
Claims of Intellectual Property Infringement page.
4. If we remove
we removed it by mistake

and you believe
an opportunity to appeal.

5. If you repeat
your account when appropriate.

we will disable

not use our copyrights or trademark
without our

book

mission.

7. If you collect informa
what
8.

not

9.

not tag use

you collect and how you will use it.
-

book.

consent.

6. Mobile
1.

carrie

2. In the event you change
update your
messages

please be aware that your
.

as

book within 48 hours to ensure that your
your old number.

provide all rights necessary to enable
contact
that is visible to them on

through an apand contact
.

7. Payments and Deals
1. If you make a payment on
ments Terms.
2.

book or use

book Credits

our Pay-

you agree to our Deals Terms.
If you provide a Deal or partner with us to provide a
chant Deal

8.

you agree to the Merwith us.

Links
apply to you:

1. We give you permission to use
links or content from your website on
2.

so that users can post

book.

give us permission to use and allow others to use such links and content on
book.
any page containing content that would
book.

9.

Applicable to Developers/Operators of
If you are a
ing

1.

2.

and Websites
or website

terms apply to you:

responsible for

ensuring

-

and its content and all uses you make of

access to and use of data you receive from
lows:

.
will be limited as fol-

1.
2.

with your privacy policy.
4.
5.

7.
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-

8.
9. We can limit your access to data.
Policies.
not give
4.
5.

a user or

.
remove or disconnect

.

contact you. We can also share your email
address with users and others claiming that you have infringed or otherwise
violated their rights.
customer support for your

7.

not show

book.

8. We give you all rights necessary to use
receive from us.
9.

a

you

r sublicense

or tools to anyone.

y
11.

.

we make available to developers or issue a press release or other public statement so long as you follow our
Policies.

12. We can issue a press release describing
with all applicable laws

:

1. have a policy for removing infringing content and
ers that complies with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.

repeat infring-

2.
-

dental to the ordinary course of your business.
14. We do not guarantee that
15.
to us into

17.

18.

orm will always be free.
incorporate
and user

y
.

you provide

19. We can
wise compete

-

.

10. About
Facebook
Our goal is to deliver ads that are not only valuable
able to you. In order to do
the following:
1.

use your privacy
may be associate

-

to

name
you place.

your

with that content

2. We do not give your content
sent.

without your con-

11.
er network. The following

buying ads on
book or our publishterms apply to you if you place an order
:

1. When you

want to

will deliver you
guarantee in every instance that your ad will reach its intended target.
2. In instances where we believe doing so will enhance
your
ng criteria you specify.
your Orders in accordance with our Payments Terms. The
amount you owe will be calculated based on our tracking mechanisms.
4.

r ads will comply with our

5. We will determine the

lines.
ing of your ads.

We do not guarantee the
of clicks you will get.
7. We cannot control how people interact
more here.
8.

to 24 hours before the ad stops running
ads.

number
and are not responsible
certain suspicious
take up
responsible for paying for those

9. Our license to run your ad will end when we have completed your Order
if users have interacted with your
remain
s delete it.
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We can use you
al purposes.
11.

ship with

for

mo-

issue any press release or make public statements about your
.

-

12. We may reject or remove any ad for any reason.
we need to make sure you have
following:
1.

-

ment.

2.
12.

.
al Provisions Applicable to Pages
If you create or administer a Page on

book

our Pages Terms.

13. Amendments
1. We can change

if we provide
change
and an opportunity to comment. To get
changes to this a
Page and become a fan.

2.

changes
three days
all other changes we will give you a minimum of seven days
. All such comments
.
change
the date of the

vote.

4. We can make change
rate

will also give you
.
registered users as of

to correct an inaccuwithout opportunity to comment.

14.
If you violate the
We will

or otherwise create risk or posstop providing all or part of
book to you.

delete your account

In all such

15. Disputes
1.

regard to

atement or
.
might
of law provisions

have with us aris-

all such claims.
2. If anyone brings a claim
on
will indemnify and hold us harmless from and against all damreason
related to such claim.
BUT

-

.

-

TO
-

TO
16. Special Provisions Applicable to Users Outside the United States
We strive to create a global community with consistent standards for everyone
we also strive to respect local laws. The following provisions apply to users outside
:
1.

.

having your personal data transferred to and processed in the Unit-

2. If you are located in
orm
Certain

the
.

as a

terms that apply only for German users are available here.

17.
1.

book we mean the features and services we make
through our

.
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2.
vide data to us.

a set of APIs an
rs and

apbook or pro-

you take.
4. By content we mean anything you post on
.
5. By data we mean
book or provide

book through

By post we mean post on
using an
.
7.

9.

-

orm.

book or otherwise make available to
publicly perform or
.

and create

8.

book that would not be included in

registered user we mean a user who has logged into
.

book at least

as well as anything else that receives or has received data from us. If you no longer
you delete the data.

18. Other
1.

you and
.

2.

up the

book Ireland

.
-

force and
4. If we fail
5.

by us.
one else without our consent.

7.
otherwise.
8.
9.

a waiver.

-

You may also want to review the following documents:
Privacy Policy: The Privacy Policy is designed to help you understand how we colPayment Terms

and use your data.
: These guidelines outline the policies that apply to ap: These guidelines outline the policies that apply to adver: These guidelines outline the policies that apply if you have

How to Appeal Claims of Copyright Infringement
Pages Terms
To access
es, change the language

languag.
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The Bill of Rights
Content(ions)

-

i://
Congress shall make no law
of reli
or prohibi ng
the free
ise thereof
ing the freedom of speech

an establishment
idg

or of the press or the
right of the people peaceably to ass
and to
t
ion the Government for a redress of grievances.
ii://Right to keep and bear arms
A well-regulated mil
i
be
ing necessary to
the security of a free
the right of the people
shall not be infringed.
iii:/
soldier shall i
in any house

ed

the consent of the owner
but in a manner to be prescribed by law
iv://
The right of the people to
be secure in their
against unreasonable searches and sei
vi
warrants shall
i

cause

shall not be
by

and
cularly describing the place to be searched
and the persons or things to be seized.

v://
or otherwise infam

held to answer for a capi
less on a

presentment or indictment of a Grand
cases arising in the land or naval force
or in the
or public danger

actual servi
all

in
of war

any person be subject for the
to be twice put in jeopardy of life or
li
shall be compelled in any
criminal case to be a witness against
himself
be deprived of li
or property
law
shall private property be taken
for public use
vi://
In all cri
accused
shall enjoy the right to a speedy
and
ial jury of the

by an impart

and district wherein the crime shall have been commi
which district shall have been previously ascertained by law
and to be informed of the nature
and cause of the
to be confronted
with the witnesses against hi
compulsory process for obtai

have

to have the assistance
of counsel for his defense.
vii://
In suits at common law
where the value in controversy sh
the right
of trial by jury shall
be
and no fact
tried by a jury shall be otherwise
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amined in any court of the United
an according to the rules of the common law.
viii://
nor

ive bail shall not be
nes imposed

i

nor cruel and unusual
punishments i
ix://
The
certai

on in the
shall not be construed to deny

or disparage
others retained by the people.
x://
The powers not delegated to the United
by
nor
prohi

served
the people.

American Blackout
I. America
(from America by Allen Ginsburg)
America
nothing.
America two dollars and
.
my own mind.
America when will we end the human war?
Go fuck yourself with your atom bomb
I
good
bother me.
write
America when will you be angelic?
When will you
When will you look at yourself through the grave?
When will you be worthy of your million Trotskyites?
America why are your libraries full of tears?
America when will you send your eggs to India?
sick of your insane demands.
When can I go into the supermarket and buy what I need with my good looks?
I who are perfect not
world.
machinery is too much for me.
made me want to be a saint.
Burroughs is in Tangiers I
think
Are you being sinister or
trying to come to the point.
I refuse to give up my obsession.
America stop
America the plum blossoms are falling.

back

murder.
America I feel
the Wobblies.
America I used to be a communist when I was a kid
not sorry.
I smoke marijuana every chance I get.
I sit in my house for days on end and stare at the roses in the closet.
When I go to Chinatown I get drunk and never get laid.
My mind is made up
to be trouble.

I have
America

.
.

addressing you.
Are you going to let
by Time Magazine.
I read it every week.

life be run by Time Magazine?

corner candystore.
I read it in the
telling me about responsibility. Businessmen are serious. Movie
producers are serious
serious but me.
It occurs to me that I am America.
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I am talking to myself again.
Asia is rising against me.
I
got a
My

resources.

hour and
mental
I say nothing about my prisons nor the millions of underpriviliged who live in
light
I have abolished
My
America how can I write a holy litany in your silly mood?
America
America free Tom Mooney
America
America
America
America when I
sold us
and the
speeches were free everybody was angelic and
workers it was all so sincere you have no idea what a good thing the party
Bloor made me cry I once saw Israel Amter plain.
been a spy.
America
.

America
Them

them bad

must have

.

them
wants to eat us alive.
our cars from out our garages.
Her wants to

them Chinamen. And them

wants to take

Digest. her wants our
.
That no good. Ugh. Him makes Indians learn read. Him need big black niggers.
. Help.
America this is
America this is the impression I get from looking in the television set.
America is this correct?

II. MURDER OF CIV IN --- VILLAGE (ZONE ); --- CIV K...
(from WikiLeaks, Iraq War Logs)

III. DEAD BODIES FOUND IN --- PAK (ZONE SP): --- CIV...
(from WikiLeaks, Iraq War Logs)

HAD

IV. (CRIMINAL EVENT) MURDER(Small Arms) RPT BY (from WikiLeaks, Iraq War Logs)
UNIT: - --WHO:A/:---

: ---

BOD-

V. Remarks by the President
Americans: Major combat
ended. In
and our allies have prevailed. And now
our coalition is engaged in securing and reconstructing that country.
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In this

tyrant

of heavy arms in history.
America
.

the skill and the might of the

part ii/A Brief History of Poetry
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A Brief History of Poetry
i.
Have: repeated call.

fall. Be that. Weights

ii.

is

that which increases.

by? We happen.
He in mass impulse.
iii.
A.M: the be. This it.
The nor in his other.
The one of rather would.
The number pole.
entropy.
Might gravity set? Another one.
iv.
earlier. My much-did describes.
Because the night produces
people. Has the width. Only

by million papers.

v.
two other. The rubber set

to connect. Point.
college seemed other. Built
of virtual other. Do
remember.
Curved in.
Predictability of change ahead.
vi.

change from between black. Of.
The great do and most
by. One is we. This
parts the history.
vii
Why Andreas?
forces to Ptolemy?
the self as proposal
observer and virtual form.
viii.
Miles and of light:
Hawking, be of us.
their in: the space
later
an it: the space
neutron suggested:

the

The Two: to van for.
Would events worry?

to principle.
Appear
so? Point of we.
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The Quantum: The red create.
The place could. The moving
Its cannot must.

If

And string himself terms.

to have two of-Will what?

be two him

deeper people.
Just
three break the horizon. Meaning
to words.
Then long entropy to
from ability as author.

That: the principia of an

the arrow did.

Us.

Mrs. Dalolway | preAmble
Mrs. Dalolway said she wuold buy teh folwers hereslf.
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Mrs. Dalolway | On Becoming Mrs. Dalloway
Mrs. Dalloway said she would
being Mrs. Dalloway; not even Clarissa anymore, this being
Mrs. Dalloway coming out of
Mrs. Dalloway raised her hand to her eyes and
In came Mrs. Dalloway.
But
Oh, thank you
Mrs. Dalloway will see me
Who can — what can

.

But Mrs. Dalloway had
did not hate Mrs. Dalloway.

felt that Mrs. Dalloway was far the best of the
drawing Mrs. Dalloway into the shelter of
Mrs. Dalloway

the prime minister had just been telling her
in so many words that he loved her
in her bedroom at the top of the
in the hands of young men like that

and live in a large house near Manchester
are not good for us when we are
man and live in a large house near
the wife of the major in the Indian
wife of a major in the Indian army
wife of the major in the Indian army

her bedroom at the top of the house

I
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Mrs. Dalolway | With, Without

that enthusiasm / with a shock of delight / with a skin of crumpled leather /
her head / with a tremor of delight / with a violent anguish / with a wave of
before them / with all this going on / with all those people rather inclined
/ with beauty /with black bulrushes and blue swallows / with broad golden
that look of apprehension / with her cognizance / with her father / with her
bannisters / with her head against the window / with her horror of death /
with her husband / with her in May / with her literary turn / with her oriental
eyesight / with her wings spread barring his passage / with his bootlaces traila pink card / with his power / with his roll of lead piping round his arm / with
about everything / with its almost blue-black sky / with its blinds drawn / with
ters / with nothing of her mother in her / with one gardener in a suburb near

mand of language / with such nice shoulders and holding herself so straight
that violent grudge against the world which had scorned her / with the air
of a disciplinarian /with the bees going round and about and the yellow but/ with the bird-like freshness of the very aged / with the blood-red nostrils /
with the car between them / with the eyes of a bird / with the inevitable reon the wall / with the power and taciturnity of some prehistoric monster /
with the staring incredible innocence of sculpture / with the stateliness of her
grey hair / with the tea-things out / with the tears running down his cheeks /
with the telegram in her hand / with their air of false composure / with their
children and their horses and their clothes / with their coats blowing open /
with their linen cupboards and their old masters and their pillow-cases / with
with three strokes of a knife / with too much paint / with white apron blowing

word in the drawing-room that night / without a word / without any resentment / without books / without bringing her in his outstretched hand
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Mrs. Dalolway | A Few Basic Last Words
There’s Elizabeth
said
feels not half what we feel
yet
said Sally
watching Elizabeth go to her
one can see they are devoted to each other.
could feel it by the way Elizabeth went to her father.
her father had been looking at her
stood talking to the Bradshaws
and he had thought to himself
realised that it was his Elizabeth
had not recognised her
in her pink frock Elizabeth had felt him looking at her as she talked to Willie Titcomb
went to him and theystood
party was almost
people
and
with things
Ellie Henderson was
though no one hadspoken to her
had wanted to see everything
to tell Edith. And Richard and Elizabeth were rather glad it was
Richard was proud of his daughter. And he had not meant to tell her
could not
help telling her. He had looked at her
said
had wondered
that lovely girl? and it was his
did make her happy. But her poor
dog was howling.
“Richard has improved
are
” said Sally. “I shall go
and talk to him. I shall say goodnight. What does the brain matter ” said Lady Rosseter
“compared with the heart?”
“I
” said Peter
sat on for a moment. What is this terror? what is this ecstasy? he thought to himself.What is it that
me with extraordinary excitement?
It

is
was.

Clarissa

said.

part iii/The Thousand Throated Third
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The Canon
With a changing guard

eye or mouth that seemed to

a changing key. The word: a mystery.

a changing key. The nights were scheduled for
smuggled like brown cakes of blood.

the scandalous things. It happened in a
wind just like the picture frames around
your word. The sun tracing
with a changing key. The stones whispered
into the house where
blood that burst from containment.
One day your mouth

changing the word. Or in ecstasy something

Pride Fight 6

dancing through the last grey door?
Do they know where to put the feet?
who the hunt is for.

the light darts through his walls.

the crowd. Are our
forms when you mask a
near-death in ink.

the searchlight. The farthest corner

who wins?
Who catches the light through the slits in the wall?
his face pacing
his legs both dancing.

in a dream. We thought
the dancing stoic. The face
shows us at least one searchlight
keep dancing--and it is pain.

I
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to his ankle.
leaning in or out of the dancing.
We are the stalked city
the moment sings of their precise
the closure of ourselves.

The Obscene Gravity of the Pear
of poetry.

When I tell

barbed teeth
like a spike.

. And I must take
Let the light through.

A thousand throated neighbors
call beneath me

the women like it here,
Cold shadow
but in their shadow
let me be the chandelier.

me. And
you. He
was soil and light in my lungs

shaped us into lips of light opening

I have lived hold me now.
a fragment. And wish.
His sense of purpose. The clouds behind me.

I
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.
learned beauty.
I was blood at their feet.

Our hips bleed
so barbed.
Coil at the very root.
keep the light out

in the shadow of a thousand-throated
third. A preserved hummingbird.
The tourist

been piled.

have

are dead and your hands
are lost like the body
a sound perched on the high branch of
a mango tree. A glimmer
of scale that dies. The blade of music.
Ideal and repeated.
through your veins. The strand of the dead

sound. I hear the
voices. Beloved escape.
Are those who are dead chosen
by the dead? Are the lost entangled

sound of scooped out life.
Music dies in the pulled out heart. That
beloved voice. Underneath
who are breathing like the lost.

sound of blood
streaming onto the earth. The scales that die.
of the dead? The spy
on the tree like fruit?
a voice returns and
as if the reverberated
voice loves the future of voices.

I
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No Body
I went there and saw no body.
the living dreamed my life
street? The bones
stars sailing the
there. And in blood there is a
sea that moans for the city.
And the countryside is a dead child draped
in a skin of
slow as slow as stairs dressed in moist earth.
Because we are a kiss of alligator
I will feel your pain.
I will not miss anything.
The enraged
skies that throw themselves upon the eyes.
The horse sailing the day
and holes that spring from the tongue.
drape the dead in
only slow

of language stands with a violent shudder
and we are no body.
I close my eyes and
I do not miss anything. But a scared boy
opens my eyes
I have said it before. A white horse
no body. The moonlight a trapdoor watching your life:
no body. A voice from the theater of holes:
no body.

I
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Song of Tongues
I laid my eyes down in a narrow
river to appease the grass with its
government of bark and
I realized it was words I wanted
to close my hands. I put down my ear.
the sweet soup-smell carried
dream in my long-distance
and sent the rest
of the wet boat--bent when
whisper a slowly realized love. I
the light coming down on the line
to each sweet sense.

-

We Wrote and Wrote and Wrote and Wrote and None of Us Could See

you snap and rip
the ink from
the word. He bled into
about him. What is happening?
The wife
will ride along. I like
dreaming of talk.
He could drive through
I like we but
bistro felt
she cries tea.
about her wormwhole eyes.
Be kind. I like
indignant breath.
He snapped and he ripped
with wonderfully
local details. He lay the
the bright light down.
about him. With
the tender staple stapling
down. The darkness. His
I like. I lived
in building talk
like he was a door where
the weekend could
tell you the truth.
I like the gurgles.
My heart is a bistro.

The ink is in my eyes.

I
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of blindness. I wanna leave

our line of work? If you like the

wake up. The black sand on the beach
the land plays tricks on the park.

past ‘em blind and forget.

Up on the roof your life was
I wanna keep the present.
I wanna honor the past. I wanna
I wanna get lunch. Maybe
with a candle and a cup of tea.
A red carpet dick is a mystery
hire a go-between. My tour is a train
and if a book
for you. I give your absence clemency.
vagrant lights but the black air makes
the promise of champagne

truthful. I walked on silk
were talking toes. I wanna run.
I wanna be somewhere else.
I wanna leave the confusion. I wanna return home.

the transparent trade
of factories or guns or foliage.
whips and chains that
of bedclothes. I wanna mop.
is far from fantasy. I know
holy illusions. The whole dirty bird
mindset took you like a
toy in the DJ Booth.
The weather of whipped cream with cherries
I can hardly lick.

give me a lap dance and
forget to point to the
a classroom because
the president you want gonna tap that ass.
Get past ‘em. Cast the class to
last and be summarily obscure.
Hand ‘em over.
you have to live to tell the
I wanna darken the theater.
I wanna leave. I wannna watch you pass on

They roll out the red carpet and use them all.
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Self Portrait in Requiem and Fuck
1.
and I going down with no way to make
the world come back. The bare side is

and clouds and music surge in the sky.
his red tongue roams the earth
and is larger than fuck.
2.
in the mouth.
the whole thing a bit of rot.

with no way to whine.
4.
Where there is death there is a world.
jiving drove. Death gave me

5.
Me and all the animals that roam the earth
fuck and that
democracy contains

was the whole thing.
All I want is my shaking body back.

I learned my soul can sing and
where to come back to.
Bright white bone asks me
what death is and it is
her laughter and her smiles. He takes a
we dream of hydroelectric music.
7.
one roams the earth.
Or just fucks. And we
fuck and we fuck and
the hammer on top of the red ripe hole
and we fuck and our
though the whole thing
falls into all I want is to fall.
8.
our lives split
and before I

with the sighs

the fuck and...what is love doing in
whole thing is blurred.

I

epilogue://
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Twinkle, Twinkle…

at night
-

-
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